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Abstract 

Although a social science, economy makes use of the tools of numbers and precise data. Should we not include 
semiotics in the theory of economic interpretation, the axiomatization of the economic science would be impossible and 
furthermore the capitalization of the advantages of artificial intelligence that eliminates the inconveniences of 
equivocal meanings and inflation of words would be useless.  

Interpretation is an endeavor that implies decoding the hidden meaning of the manifestation of economic 
processes and phenomena. Semantics and pragmatics – by abstracting and axiomatization – help us overcome the 
intuition limitations’ in the process of interpretation. Our hypothesis is the human existence develops in an universe of 
signals and signs whom knowledge, interpretation and use conditions the action of society, groups and single human 
beings. Our main objective is to prove that in order to grasp the meanings of evolution one needs to understand the 
meaning of signs.  

We conclude by suggesting a semiotic symbology that includes all its subcategory: the relations between signs, 
studied by syntax; the relation between signs and object, the field of semantics; the relation between signs and the 
subjects (interpreters) that use them, meaning pragmatics. The finality is to strengthen the concept of hermeneutic 
economics by including semiotics in its action field. 
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1. Introduction and context of the study 

 
The natural language is specific to the social sciences among which we find economics too. But the latter leaves 

space for interpretation which can alter the reasoning of a science which would like to consider itself precise and where 
the equivocal and the multiple interpretations slow down or even stop the drawing of precise and rational fundamented 
conclusions. In order to avoid such mistakes, the exact sciences appeal to professional languages which they build, 
moving forward to the symbolic language (e.g. in mathematics the sign “∃” stands for an existential quantifier). When 
looking closer to the economic field, we discover that such a language is not enough. We explain ourselves: the 
producer has his own notions about the products he produces and commercializes, raw material, finite products, while 
the dealers or the profiteers see them as transactional value. “The linguistic turn”* underlines the need to narrow the 
multitude of possible interpretations which are given to the “animal spirits” [1], connecting the behavior of the 
economic agent to the social environment where he develops.  

 Ever since 1925 there have been voices advocating for the necessity of economic semiotics [2] [3] [4], 
however without theoretically fundamenting this new field.  

 A more complex study of economic semiotics is offered by proffesor Gheorghe Băileșteanu [5] in a pioneering 
thesis where he implements the basic principles of Peirce [6] and Saussure’s semiotics, that he filters through P. 
Botezatu’ s  logics [7] and launches the invitation of contribute to this toiling endeavor to edificate an economic 
semiotics. The present thesis would like to be a continuation of his work. 

In a symbiosis with the three dimensions of the signs, semiotics, as the general theory of signs, comprises three 
large fields: syntax, the theory of the relation between the signs; semantics, studies the relations of the signs with the 
objects they refer to and pragmatics, which presents the connection between the signs and the subjects who use the 
language.  
 
2. Rules of building the sign-symbol in economy 

 
The sign determines a subjective image in the mind of the receiver regarding the reality which it represents 

according to the receiver. For example, for an educated economist, the lack of liquidities is a sure sign that the 
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company meets difficulties at the cashing of invoices and disposes of an insufficient fund of bearings; for others it may 
signify the impossibility of paying the salaries, the obligations to the state etc. So, a sign can be a basis for several 
elementary arguments. “But when certain significance was given to the sign, we are in the frame of a sole 
argumentative structure. We will call this the delimitation of the horizon of the discourse” [5]. This means that the sign 
-sentence “the margin of profit grows” and the sign - sentence “the economic profitability grows” are in a relation of a 
well- determined logical determination. The former is a condition for the latter, and the latter is the consequence of the 
former. The truth of the former implies the truth of the latter, and the falsity of the former implies the falsity of the 
latter. This logical “game” between the sign and the significance is governed by a rule and as a consequence the sign 
has significance in the virtue of a rule: 

1. The sign “smoke comes from the mountain” leads to the significance that “there is fire on the mountain” in the 
virtue of the convention (the rules) that usually where there is smoke, there is fire;  

2. The sign “4+4” leads to the significance ”8” in the virtue of the rule of the functioning of the sign “+” (“+” 
means reuniting the elements which are dispersed in a whole);   

3. The sign “m+” leads to the significance “re
+” in the virtue of the rule: m+ → (rr

+
A→ re

+). The rule of the sign 
has at its turn a funding, an ontological substrate of applicability. This differs according to the field of the 
argument. This structure of pattern can be used for the intuitive interpretation, but also for the deduction of the 
theorems from the axioms of the pattern. 

Figure. no. 1. Semiotic model for argumentation Rₑ= f(m, rrA) [5] 

 
The typology of the sign in economy follows Charles Peirce’s typology (iconic signs, indicial signs and 

symbolical signs), but the focus will be on the symbols. In general, we consider that the sign transforms itself into a 
symbol when it has a maximum semantic charge, namely when it assures polyvalence and semantic ambiguity in any 
context [8]. In the economic hermeneutics, we will use the iconic and the symbolic signs. The form of iconicity is met 
in the situations where photos of processes are used and especially diagrams which reflect the dynamic of some 
indicators (the business number, the productivity of work, the GDP). The essence of icnonicity is the analogy between 
the sign and its object. The diagrams, the curves and the other graphic representations are not the most typical iconic 
signs, they are a part of the exterior iconicity connected to the presentation of some predominantly indicial signs. These 
iconic signs are based on a relation of type cause- effect, a hypothesis – conclusion, whole- part, namely on a situation 
which is typically indicial [9]. A greater degree of iconicity presents the images or even the metaphors used especially 
in trade or for brand names, because they are more intelligible. Solomon Marcus goes further by pleading with 
arguments for using the metaphors as social indicators which reflect qualitative aspects which are hard to be quantified 
in another way [10]. 

We ask ourselves the question what a symbol is and what functions it fulfills in the hermeneutic demarche. 
Any symbol has at its basis a convention which is semantically explained and which can be the result of a long 
historical evolution. For example, the efficiency of machinery is symbolized with a “η” and the productivity of work 
with a “W”, but important is the table of symbols/ signs to have a meaning (semantics) in order to be understood in the 
same manner by everyone (the unicity of the sign should remain its permanent feature).  

For the economic theory, important is to establish the rules of building the symbols in such a way as to insure 
a unicity of principles. In economy we differentiate general symbols from specific symbols [5]. Thus, the “time” 
variable is generally symbolized through “t”, the efficiency of the machinery with “η”, production with “Q” etc. but, 
most of the notions and the economic categories cannot be symbolized with letters, groups of letters or words typical 
for the national language. As a general rule of building the symbols, we can adopt the convention for the phenomena, 
the processes, the economic notions with a history in literature, such as: E- energy, C- costs, I- investment.  

When certain economic notions have in their componence different elements which must be individualized 
through symbols, the symbol of the type is kept, with capital letters, and for the species, another specific symbol is 
added in small letters. For example: material expenses: Cm, , payments expenses Cs, expenses with the amortization- Ca, 
etc., surely the old mathematical symbols will be respected in economy too. If we have situations when certain 
economic categories refer to different periods of time, as a rule, for the basic period the symbol 0 is used (C0), whereas 
for the future period 1 (C1)  , but we can also use the corresponding numbers to that year (e.g. C2013). In the economic 
symbolism, the signs of the known operations will be kept (+, -, *, :), the operations with numbers (∩,U,∈,⊂), namely 
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the propositional operators (functors: -, V, →, ≡, namely quantums: Ǝ, V). For the propositional variables we will use 
X, X1, X2....Y, Y1, Y2, etc., for the brackets “(“, „)”, for the propositional formulas: T1, T2, T3, etc., for the binary 
predicative symbol: “<”, for the  nonar symbol “: [“, şi „:]”, for expressing some tendencies of the elements of the 
factors „+”, the factor has a tendency of growth, “-“ the factor has a tendency of  decrease, “0˷t“ the factor is modified 
in the period of time 0 to t. Also, all the symbols from logics will be used.  

The economic symbols must have a fixed significance, in such a manner as to be interpreted identically, 
irrespective of the syntactic or the pragmatic context. Symbols fulfill certain functions in interpretation: the function of 
substitution, which allows the interpreter to identify what the sign substitutes; the communicative and the informative 
function which is determined by the fact that any symbol communicates ideas, facts, activities, has a certain 
informational charge; the axiological function - is fulfilled by certain symbols which express a value, such as indexes 
of growth, statutes etc.; the normative function - those symbols which mean certain requirements, restrictions etc.; the 
logical function, expresses the possibility of use for different logical operations, namely for creating the creation of 
specific formal languages.  

 
3. Syntactic models 
 

Syntax studies the form of the expressions and the formal relations between the expressions, forgetting 
completely about their content. The logic language forms a syntactic system. Syntax studies the formal axiomatic 
systems and the relations between them. One of the most used syntactic systems for exemplification is the principia 
mathematica type of system. Gödel has studied the problem of decision in a private system. We can give some 
examples of expressions from Gödel’s syntax: “A is an axiom in S”, where S is a syntactic system, A is a formula in S, 
p ѵ ‾q is a correct formula in LP” [11]. 

In logics, the syntactic models are built starting from the reasoning based on truth and falsity. In economic 
hermeneutics we consider that the syntactic model must be built in the area which is “close” to the truth. This happens, 
because even if the logical reasoning is correct, it is also too restrictive. The hermeneutical interpretation follows this 
departure from restrictivness. The rules of the system should be “weaker” than the logical reasoning where this must be 
“strong”. We suggest the following syntactic model for a hermeneutic approach in economy.  

- Ʌ - Ǝ tpq   (1)  
Ʌ i, Ʌ Ǝ p q s  (2) 

(p ∈ q) →[(s V p) & (~p V ~s)]  (3) 
(ξ & Y) → ↑δ   (4) 
(Ap → Ac) & (Fc→Fp)  (5) 
α→(~A&~~A)   (6) 

V Ǝ ɣ Ʌ (p→ (p T q)   (7) 
Ʌ -M- {[(def A → def B) ~ (def B → def A)] → (A⊂B) & B ⊄ A)}  (8) 

1. - Ʌ - Ǝ tpq  

where :  
• - Ʌ - = quantum (sometimes); 
• Ǝ = there is; 
• p, q = undefined variables; 
• t = tension. 

 The meaning of the interpretation is the following: there is sometimes a tension between ”p” and „q”. If 
instead of “p” we have the volition of the majority (Vm) and instead of “q”, the individual liberty (Li), the formula of 
the expression is the following: there is sometimes a tension between the volition of the majority and individual liberty. 
The conciliation of these antonymic principles is achieved through the authority of the law and the obeying of rules. If 
we substitute “p” with “reglementation” (r) and “q” with economic liberty (l), the rule will be read: there is sometimes 
a tension between reglementation and economic liberty. Too much reglementation suffocates economic liberty, while 
the lack of reglementation generates behavioural sideslips of the economic agents.   

The first rule (1) of the syntactic system is one generally valid and only by a substitution with economic 
notions it gets a meaning. For our substitutions we look for the reconciled optimum and not for the rational logical 
optimum. There cannot be individual optimi at the same time: 

poptimum → ~qoptimum 
poptimum V ~qoptimum 

where 
• V = logic conector or 

If we introduce the binary conector “T” (the transformation of condition) we will have the following 
interpretations:  
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p T q  - the conservation of characteristics. For example, the action of the management has not 
changed at all the structure of the personnel and of the assets;   

pT ~ q - the characteristics; 
~pm T ~ qm - the conservation or the preservation of the absence of   characteristics. 
~L i T ~ Li 

 When we deal with the hermeneutics of the crises, we will operate with these transformations. For example, 
the “social visible hand” does not involve the change of the system of judicial norms (pTp), while the interventionist 
hand of the state implies changes of the system of norms (pT ~p). 

2. Ʌ i 
Ʌ Ǝ p q s 

where  
Ʌ = cuantor (always) 

a) When there is incomplete information, the predictability of the system depends on the available information 
and on the capacity of the individual to interpret the agent:  

b) We assume that people react rationally. This means that their behaviour is predictibale;  
c) The rational action requires sufficient information. As a result, the level of reasoning depends on the level of 

knowledge (information). Because in economy the information is always insufficient, it means that in an 
objective way the predictability of the behaviour of the economic agents is possible, but probable; 

d) The existent information is processed by each agent according to their capacity of interpretation. What is 
rational for an agent in reality could be irrational for others. In the economic interpretations, we must take into 
account that there is, objectively speaking, a conflict between the available information and the capacity of 
each agent to interpret. 

3. (p ∈  q) →[(s V p) & (~p V ~s)] 
If “p” is included in “q”, then “s” or “p” and “non p” or “non s” (logical interpretation).  

 The hermeneutic interpretation is other: what is true for everybody (p), is also valid for some and for each one 
(q). What is not valid for anyone, is not valid for some or for each one (the principle of subsumption).  

4.  (ξ & Y) → ↑δ 
The more a relation is repeated in several cases, (ξ) and varied too (Y), the more the probability grows that this 

represents a law (the principle of summing).  
      5. (Ap → Ac) & (Fc→Fp) 
 The principle of sending the values: the descendent sending of the truth (the truth is sent from premise (Ap) to 
conclusion (Ac), and the ascendent sending of the fake (the fake is sent from conclusion (Fc) to premise(Fp), at least at 
one of them. The former serves to the demonstrations, and the latter is used mainly in counter-argument.  

6. α→(~A&~~A) 
The paradox (α) is a statement which is contrary to the usual convictions, or one which seems contradictory, 

unbelievable, absurd (~A), but it can be true in reality (A). If an economic concept is paradoxical, then it almost gets 
close to integrity and it becomes close to the truth. When an economic concept is not at least paradoxical (in the 
hermeneutic interpretation), one can suspect that it does not integrate certain aspects of the whole.  

7. V Ǝ ɣ Ʌ (p→ (p T q) 
Wherever there is a direct relation of causality, when “p” takes place, “q” is produced (example: in the 

companies where the management is not renumerated according to performance criteria (p), the activity goes on poorly 
(q)). 

8. Ʌ -M- {[(def A → def B) ~ (def B → def A)] → (A⊂B)  &  B  ⊄  A)}  
It is always obligatory (-M-) that what defines or is about A (def A), defines or is not about B (def B), but what 

defines or is not about B does not define or is not about A, if between A and B is a relation of subordination (A⊂B) & 
(B⊄A). In the classic economic interpretation this rule is presented in the following way: 

Figure no. 2. Venn’s diagram [12] 

 
Conclusions: 
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• All the elements which change the efficiency of the fixed assets, also change the efficiency of the total assets, 
the economic profit and the financial profit. The elements which change the financial profit do not necessarily 
change the efficiency of the fixed assets. 

• All the elements which change the efficiency of the assets, also change the economic profit and the financial 
profit. The elements which change the financial profit do not necessarily change the efficiency of the assets.   

• All the elements which change the economic profit, also change the financial profit. The elements which 
change the financial profit do not necessarily change the economic profit.    

      Logical relations 
(a) η±

Af→(Mc→r±
f): If the efficiency of the fixed assets modifies (increases or decreases), the 

financial profit changes if the multitude of the other influential elements remains 
constant;  

(b) r±
f→~ η±

Af: The change of the financial profit does not necessarily imply the change of the 
efficiency of the fixed assets;   

(c) η±
A→(Mc→ r±

e): If the efficiency of the total assets modifies, the economic profit changes, if the 
multitude of the other influential  elements remains constant; 

(d) r±
e →~η±

A  The change of the economic profit does not necessarily imply the change of the 
profit of the total assets;  

(e) r±
e→(Mc→ r±

f): If the economic profit changes, the finacial profit changes too, if the multitude of 
the other factors remains constant;  

(f) r±
f→~ r±

e:  The change of the financial profit does not necessaily imply the change of the 
economic profit.  

 
4. Pragmatics 
	  

Essentially pragmatics aims at studying the relations between sign/symbol and the interpreter including both 
objective elements that belong to the logic of truth, to interpretation and subjective, psychological, that refer to the 
attitude towards the symbol, the reception mode, the way people report to sign and the represented object.  

Building pragmatics in economy would imply on the one hand the attempt to elaborate a language that 
analyzes the pragmatic, utilitarian dimension of the spoken words and on the other hand to apply this language to 
concrete language. R. Carnap sees pragmatics as the science that “studies concepts like opinion, assertion, enunciation” 
[11]. Consequently the pragmatic endeavor helps us distinguish between: truth/satisfiability, opinion/ assertion/ 
enunciation, calculable/ decidable/ measurable, palpable/useful/efficient etc.  

From our point of view, if we refer for example to the cathegory of efficiency, pragmatics includes all man’s 
behavioral issues regarding the perception, interpretation and manifestation of efficiency signs/ symbols, implying a 
theoretical and a practical dimension. The theoretical dimension includes ideas and constructs derived from the essence 
of economic efficiency combined with syntax and semantic elements. A pragmatic language should ease man’s 
hermeneutic endeavor. Pragmatics’ practical dimension associated to the cathegory of efficiency regards human action 
in specific situations where resources are consumed and economic outcome is obtained [5]. 

If we refer to efficiency, a pragmatic approach would be: 
• the dynamic of the effects generated by economic systems must outrun the dynamic of the resources 

consumed by these; 
• the dynamic of the consumed resources must be higher than that of the advanced and employed ones, while 

the effects associated to profit and savings  must increase more rapidly than those of production; 
• dynamically, the efficiency indicators must increase as a sign of time saving under the influence of the 

scientific revolution; 
• over time the direction of development of efficiency indicators (e.g. productivity, savings) is ascending (but 

not strictly), while consummated resources must decrease  (but not strictly) ; 
• always and invariably, the values of efficiency indicators must outrun standardized figures (minimum  

efficiency requirements); 
• every action, decision influences the economic efficiency level and dynamic, in other words efficiency is 

sensitive  to the variation of its components; 
• even if in many cases human actions may be compensatory (some negative consequences may be compensated 

by positive ones), they always act upon the implicated resources  and the effects they generate; 
• every waste of time occurred within the system is experienced at the level and dynamic of economic efficiency 

because time, even if unlimited, is not reversible. 
On a macroeconomic scale the following truths may be enunciated:  

• capitalism can provide us with the best possible world, but it will do so only if governments set rules and 
watch over their compliance; 
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• the basic function of markets must be augmented and improved by political actions, however the state must 
“govern”, not  “paddle”; 

• it is not enough that people be protected by the government, they must also perceive the necessity of 
responsibility; social justice must not be assimilated to public expenses and social benefits must not inhibit 
initiative; 

• the state and government lay at the bottom of all problems as well as the market; 
• markets respond to the economic desires of consumers, but may affect ethical standards; 
• without private equity there cannot be social investment; 
• democracy shall be assimilated to a “law manifestation”, not to human power. 

 
5. Semantics 
 

Semantics studies the sign relations with the objects they refer to. Semantics evolves from three stages: „1. 
The semantics of „logical thought” in natural language, 2. The semantics of special logical language and of some 
applied logical systems, 3. The theory of interpretation” [11]. 

In economy, semantic interpretation differs for each specific category: micro/macroeconomics, concepts etc. 
We explain ourselves by means of some general postulates:  

• profitability is the signal that market economies use to signalize to companies how useful their activities are to 
society; 

• companies that have a certain routine, own the necessary resources for applying it on a larger scale – for 
development; 

• wrong economic decisions are unavoidable in a world of uncertainties, errors are inherent because of the 
enormous information volume and the nature of this information (subjective, silent, scattered), the dynamic 
character of the entrepreneurial process and the flaws of scientific observation, leaving the economic 
environment to detect, limit and correct these failures; 

• a crisis is always preceded by a series of signs such as: imbalances between the financial dimension and real 
economy; the increase of the loan level for short term instruments in comparison to the long term ones; the 
embrittlement of financial instruments – the increase of assets and liabilities compared to the own capital; very 
small risk premiums generating a higher appetite for taking chances; the increase of the manifestation of 
speculative capital; the increase of the current account’s deficit etc.; 

• there are important economic rules that cannot be empirically proved. Empirical studies may provide at their 
best certain information about the inquired topic. The future provides us with relevant indicators for 
appreciating sustainable development, migrating to non-economic criteria such as: “the genuine progress” 
indicator, Happy planet indicator, wealth index, human development index, carbon footprint, GINI, indicators 
for gender equality, ecological footprint; 

• the signals of economic growth shall be completed with new signs: food bubble, failed states etc. 
Microeconomy can provide us with lots of examples of semantic interpretation. If we consider semantic 

interpretation on behalf of models, we must decide to which extent models reflect reality and how abstract these must 
be. The Italian mathematician Beltrami introduced models for the first time in 1868. The modern evolution of sciences 
clearly requires the achievement of ideal models that facilitate the system study, especially of abstract ones. The 
semantic model is the result of the correlation of a formal system with a model. It carries three meanings: (1) the 
entities’ lot which we functionally report the lot of objects and sequences of objects of the syntactic system; (2) an 
intuitive theory associated to a syntactic system following certain corresponding rules; (3) system of entities that 
transform the formal system into a true theory [13]. 

Petre Botezatu advances following “methodological antinomies” to be considered: 
• the antinomy of power; 
• the antinomy of purity; 
• the antinomy of preciseness; 
• the antinomy of abstraction; 
• the antinomy of interpretation. 

It is obvious that a self-sufficient syntactic system is not realizable and in order to become useful it must use a 
minimax theory - minimizing the possible loss for a worst case scenario. The dual representation theory may fulfill 
both the exigency of formal rigorously and the easiness of hermeneutic interpretation. 

The economic interpretation makes also use of modal semantics. Considering as starting point G. H. von 
Wright’s paper, An Essay in Modal Logic [14], logicians pointed out some analogies in the behavior of several terms. 
Wright advocates for the following table of modalities: 

Table no. 1. The table of modalities [14] 
Alethic Existential Epistemic  Deontic 

necessary universal verified binding 
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posibible 
contingent 
impossible 

existential 
partial 
inanity 

unadulterated 
undecided 

counterfeited 

permited 
indifferent 
forbidden 

The openings for interpretation in economy are given by Boetius’ square.  
Figure no. 3. Boethius’ square in economy 

 
Modal operators are introduced by defining one of them. If we introduce satisfiability (◊p), the other three will 

result according to the relations [15]: 
Necessary 
Impossible 
Contingent 
Possible 

□p                     νp           Lp 
□~p           ≡   ~◊ηp          Up 
~□p                    γp           Zp 
◊p = ~□~p          µp           Mp 

From the perspective of our hermeneutic interpretation endeavor we underline: 
• the necessary involves satisfiability, but satisfiability does not imply the necessary: 

□p → [◊p & (◊p ≠ □ p)] 
• satisfiability implies possible and possible involves probable:   

□p → ◊p & (◊p → ~ □ p) 
• the necessary of the  possible is possible: 

□ ◊ p ≡ □p 
• the possible of the necessary is necessary: 

◊ □ p ≡ □p 
• the contingent of the impossible is possible: 

~□□~p ≡ ◊ p 
• the impossible of the contingent is necessary: 

□~~□p ≡ □ p 
• the necessary of the impossible is possible: 

□□p ≡ □~p 
• the contingent of the possible is impossible: 

~□◊p ≡□~p 
• the possible of the impossible is impossible: 

□~◊p ≡ □ ~p 
 It is important that the economic interpretation theory adopts the semantic of modal logics: how true can this 
be?; where or how much can it be true?; how sufficient is this statement in the given context? All these questions may 
be answered by interpreting the rules of combinations’ reduction among modal operators. 
  
7. Conclusions 
 

The directions to be be followed for the construction of a language of the economic systems targets at 
extending the use of signs in the economic theory and practice and at widening the present sign system along with the 
computerization and the operationalization of all systems, including the economic one. The axiomatization of the 
economic science by means of a sign system may result in remarkable implications upon its building, argumentation 
and interpretation horizon that is its hermeneutic horizon including implicitly the expansion of its prospective 
prerogatives. Without an economic semantics, the hermeneutic process would be vague and worthless. This study is to 
be considered as a starting point for future research directions in the field of symbolic language that facilitate a 
hermeneutic interpretation in economy. 

* The term is borrowed from psychology and refers to the contemporary development of the language of social 
sciences and their relation to psychology.  
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